
Conservation_Minutes_07.18.2019 
 
Attending: Linda Hecker, Linda Lembke, Bill Jewell, Karen Murphy, Susan Bonthron, Michael Becker, 
Steve Soszynski, Marli Rabinowitz. 
Absent: Bevan Quinn, Rory Lincoln 
Guest: Patti Smith 
 
The meeting was called to order at 5:35pm. 
Minutes from the June meeting were accepted. 
 
Patti Smith: Inventory 
  Patty has identified 17 more parcels she would like to survey in central Guilford, along with a list of tax 
ID numbers. Linda H will find owner names and will send them to Linda L who will make a spreadsheet; 
members will divide names and contact owners. 
  Patti has found interesting features on ledges, rich soils, and undisturbed habitats. She has entered some 
features in iNaturalist. Linda L encouraged us to enter iNaturalist findings liberally, since even common 
species may disappear over time. We discussed another iNaturalist training, and Linda H will mention 
this to Emily Davis. We discussed developing protocols for how the inventory information will be shared 
or kept private in future. Susan agreed to send the Gazette article on the Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) 
Inventory to Front Porch Forum (FPF). 
 
Elisha Underwood request for RiseVT: Elisha has proposed including the Weeks Forest Carriage Trail in 
her “Passport” program for families. We agreed, but with the caveats that families should park at BBCC 
or library and be aware of poison ivy. Linda H will reply to Elisha. 
 
Sweet Pond Historic Marker 
  We were approached about placing a marker honoring Phil Franklin (who was one of the original dam 
builders). We approved and will submit an application if needed. 
 
Bill agreed to run the August GCC meeting in Linda H’s absence. We will also hold the September 
meeting without her.  
 
Ash Tree Inventory protocols 
  Linda L will thank Elise Schadler for excellent training on July 15th. 
  Marli will circulate her written goals for the inventory by email.  We agreed that our goals are basically 
to gather information for selectboard and road foreman/tree warden to budget for tree removal; Identify 
hazards on roads and ROW to remove them before they cause damage. We agreed on a first stab at Ash 
Tree Inventory protocol form, which Susan will type and send to Linda L. Linda L suggested our first 
attempt at using the inventory should include all of us along with the road foreman/tree warden and Peder 
to establish consistency (perhaps surveying Bennet Road). Bill will ask Peder (and through him, Dan Z) 
to get us a date or two, preferably this week. 
 
Invasive plants 
  Linda L has cut the cow parsnip on Green River Road. 
  She also shared Japanese knotweed info from Dummerston’s newsletter and suggested we share it in a 
Gazette article for November.  
 
Guilford Fair: We will focus our booth on EAB and Ash Trees (to be discussed at August meeting). Marli 
will reserve a table for the GCC. 
 
Meeting was adjourned at 7:15 pm. 



 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Susan Bonthron (Temporary Secretary) 
 
 
 


